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Bunny And Me
Big If

By yen \m/

NOTE!:
NO CAPO But if you would like to put a capo, place it on the first fret and use
C 
for C#, F for F#, G for G#, Am for Bbm.

e|-----------------------------------------|\
B|-----------------------------------------|  \
G|----10----10-10----10-10----10-10-----10-|    \    2
D|-11----11-------11-------11--------11----|    /  TIMES 
A|-----------------------------------------|  /
E|-----------------------------------------|/

e|-----------------------------------------|
B|-----------------------------------------| 
G|----11----11-11----11-11----11-11-----11-| 
D|-11----11-------11-------11--------11----|  
A|-----------------------------------------| 
E|-----------------------------------------|

e|-----------------------------------------|
B|-----------------------------------------| 
G|----10----10-10----10-10----10-10-----10-| 
D|-11----11-------11-------11--------11----|  
A|-----------------------------------------| 
E|-----------------------------------------|

Intro: C#

C#                        C#   
Two of us were all alone. Two of us complete unknowns.
            F#                  C#
You weren t feeling well. I was tired.
C#
I ve got two dollars in my hand.
C#
Tell me the name of your favorite band.
               F#                      C#                             
Thought it was cute when you said mine wrong.

C#



           G#    
I think my pulse is fast.
           F#                      
I think my eyes are glassed.
            C#                   
You see it s been a while.
           G#                       
I think my heart just moved.
         F#        
I m at a loss for words.
              C#            
For sure it s been a while.

C#
So much you could help me find.
C#
Tell me secrets I ll tell you mine.
           F#                       C#                                   
And we can go all out, or just stay in.

C#                              C#                 
Speak of work like I understand what it would take to change your plans
           F#               
And let me be your man.
        C#          
Be your man.

           G#    
I think my pulse is fast.
           F#                      
I think my eyes are glassed.
            C#                   
You see it s been a while.
           G#                       
I think my heart just moved.
         F#        
I m at a loss for words.
              C#            
For sure it s been a while.

            G#                     F#     
I think I m kind of scared I could wake and find
     Bbm           F#            C#    F#  
That all of it s a dream when it feels real.

C#   

C#                           C#        
Months gone by and I can see alone we re cool
                         F#                   C#               
But the two of us make a better we, Bunny and Me.



           G#    
I think my pulse is fast.
           F#                      
I think my eyes are glassed.
            C#                   
You see it s been a while.
           G#                       
I think my heart just moved.
         F#        
I m at a loss for words.
              C#            
For sure it s been a while. (2x)

(You can use power chords for this remaining part of the song)

G#-F#-C#-- 
      You see it s been a while.
G#-F#-C#--
      For sure it s been a while.
G#-F#-C#--
G#-F#-C#--

C#
YEAH

           G#    
I think my pulse is fast.
           F#                      
I think my eyes are glassed.
            C#                   
You see it s been a while.
           G#                       
I think my heart just moved.
         F#        
I m at a loss for words.
              C#            
For sure it s been a while. (2x)

G#-F#-C#-- (repeat till the end)

please rate =)


